
The greatest damage that colonialism and enslavement ever did to

the African community was to create an epidemic of miseducation.

We will define miseducation as deficient education that leads an

individual or group to think and function in a manner that will

prove harmful and ineffective for themselves and their respective

community. Miseducation has been facilitated by many African

families and through the primary, secondary and tertiary school

levels throughout the Caribbean, continental Africa, and Western

contemporary societies.

African people have been conditioned to idealize European studies

and their ways of life and disparage African ways of life, including

our studies of African/African-Caribbean political and architectural

history, African-centered family, social and health sciences,

African/African-Caribbean literature and folklore, African art and

the list extends. African children are scarcely taught to prioritize

the importance of becoming innovators, revolutionary intellectuals

and developers advancing the needs of our communities and

countries. Some are taught to follow their passion, even if their field

of passion is oversaturated or inapplicable to our community.

Others are taught to pick their field of study based on anticipated

economic opulence, elevation in family social status and

contribution to Western economies. 
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In Canada and in many Western nations,

miseducation is noted as the principle factor

influencing our African Diaspora children’s

longstanding disenchantment with this defective

education system and has practically “pushed” our

children to dropout of secondary and/or post-

secondary school, fall victim to multi-level marketing

“pyramid” schemes, self-destructive street activities

and teenage pregnancy to name a few. Instead of

waiting on the “promised reform” of the European-

based education system to accommodate us, despite

the ironic fact that the system was designed to

miseducate us, here are some steps that can help in

countering the miseducation epidemic:

1.   We must teach our children how too critically think rather

than to simply absorb and regurgitate information.

2.  Our children must reject the delusion that European-based

knowledge is “universal”; teach them to equally value African-

based knowledge. 

3.  We must engage with our children’s academic and

vocational interests in their early years instead of waiting until

they are adolescents.

4. Prioritize literacy and expose them to literature about

African pre-colonial history, slavery and African/African-

Caribbean literature/folklore.

5. It is important for your child to be passionate about their

field of choice, but also teach them the value of practicality,

skill-attainment and recession-proof occupations to address

gaps in our community. This is a collaborative process; stop

leaving African children to “figure it out on their own.”

In light of oppression, intentionality in developing
nuanced African-centered educational programs in
our communities will equate to real progress. We
have the capacity to create medical professionals
who revolutionize medical care and education
about Black maternal health; civil engineers and
architects who design Black-owned airports or
hospitals; mental health clinicians who innovate
effective ways to achieve African-centered mental
health, effectively diagnose and conceptualize
mental disorders; or financial professionals who
create Black-owned banks or intellectuals who
originate different applicable, African-centered
theories. Properly educating our children can
nurture a future generation of children to develop a
Pan-African mentality who utilize their skills to
develop our countries back home in the Caribbean
and in Africa and truly liberate our people. As Dr.
Carter G. Woodson asserts, “History shows that it
does not matter who is in power or what
revolutionary forces take over the government,
those who have not learned to do for themselves
and have to depend solely on others never obtain
any more rights or privileges in the end than they
had in the beginning.” Are we ready to educate our
children or are we still leaving that responsibility to
our oppressor?
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